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Entertaining Ourselves to Death?
In this witty, often terrifying work of cultural criticism, the author
of Amusing Ourselves to Death chronicles our transformation into a
Technopoly: a society that no longer merely uses technology as a
support system but instead is shaped by it—with radical consequences
for the meanings of politics, art, education, intelligence, and truth.

A Call to Resurgence
Christ Plays in Ten Thousand Places reunites spirituality and theology
in a cultural context where these two vital facets of Christian faith
have been rent asunder. Lamenting the vacuous, often pagan nature of
contemporary American spirituality, Eugene Peterson here firmly
grounds spirituality once more in Trinitarian theology and offers a
clear, practical statement of what it means to actually live out the
Christian life. Writing in the conversational style that he is well
known for, Peterson boldly sweeps out the misunderstandings that
clutter conversations on spiritual theology and refurnishes the
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subject only with what is essential. As Peterson shows, spiritual
theology, in order to be at once biblical and meaningful, must remain
sensitive to ordinary life, present the Christian gospel, follow the
narrative of Scripture, and be rooted in the "fear of the Lord" -- in
short, spiritual theology must be about God and not about us. The
foundational book in a five-volume series on spiritual theology
emerging from Peterson's pen, Christ Plays in Ten Thousand Places
provides the conceptual and directional help we all need to live the
Christian gospel well and maturely in the conditions that prevail in
the church and world today.

Mass Communication
A total departure from previous writing about television, this book is
the first ever to advocate that the medium is not reformable. Its
problems are inherent in the technology itself and are so dangerous—to
personal health and sanity, to the environment, and to democratic
processes—that TV ought to be eliminated forever. Weaving personal
experiences through meticulous research, the author ranges widely over
aspects of television that have rarely been examined and never before
joined together, allowing an entirely new, frightening image to
emerge. The idea that all technologies are "neutral," benign
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instruments that can be used well or badly, is thrown open to profound
doubt. Speaking of TV reform is, in the words of the author, "as
absurd as speaking of the reform of a technology such as guns."

Amusing Ourselves to Death
Examines the effects of television culture on how we conduct our
public affairs and how "entertainment values" corrupt the way we
think.

Building a Bridge to the 18th Century
A lavishly illustrated, witty, and original look at the awesome power
of the political cartoon throughout history to enrage, provoke, and
amuse. As a former editor of The New York Times Magazine and the
longtime editor of The Nation, Victor S. Navasky knows just how
transformative—and incendiary—cartoons can be. Here Navasky guides
readers through some of the greatest cartoons ever created, including
those by George Grosz, David Levine, Herblock, Honoré Daumier, and
Ralph Steadman. He recounts how cartoonists and caricaturists have
been censored, threatened, incarcerated, and even murdered for their
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art, and asks what makes this art form, too often dismissed as
trivial, so uniquely poised to affect our minds and our hearts.
Drawing on his own encounters with would-be censors, interviews with
cartoonists, and historical archives from cartoon museums across the
globe, Navasky examines the political cartoon as both art and polemic
over the centuries. We see afresh images most celebrated for their
artistic merit (Picasso's Guernica, Goya's "Duendecitos"), images that
provoked outrage (the 2008 Barry Blitt New Yorker cover, which
depicted the Obamas as a Muslim and a Black Power militant fistbumping in the Oval Office), and those that have dictated public
discourse (Herblock’s defining portraits of McCarthyism, the Nazi
periodical Der Stürmer’s anti-Semitic caricatures). Navasky ties
together these and other superlative genre examples to reveal how
political cartoons have been not only capturing the zeitgeist
throughout history but shaping it as well—and how the most powerful
cartoons retain the ability to shock, gall, and inspire long after
their creation. Here Victor S. Navasky brilliantly illuminates the
true power of one of our most enduringly vital forms of artistic
expression.

Remembering Shanghai
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Transform your students into smart, savvy consumers of the media. Mass
Communication: Living in a Media World (Ralph E. Hanson) provides
students with comprehensive yet concise coverage of all aspects of
mass media, along with insightful analysis, robust pedagogy, and fun,
conversational writing. In every chapter of this bestselling text,
students will explore the latest developments and current events that
are rapidly changing the media landscape. This newly revised Sixth
Edition is packed with contemporary examples, engaging infographics,
and compelling stories about the ways mass media shape our lives. From
start to finish, students will learn the media literacy principles and
critical thinking skills they need to become savvy media consumers.

Saturday Night Live and Philosophy
"Media, technology, culture, television, new media, media ecology,
public discourse" --

Impact of Mass Media

Ideas Have Consequences
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Amusing Ourselves to Death
A no-holds-barred assault on outdated teaching methods--with dramatic
and practical proposals on how education can be made relevant to
today's world. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Teaching as a Subversive Activity
Eric Voegelin's Asian Political Thought brings together scholars from
both Asia and the West to reflect upon the political philosopher's
thought about China, Japan, Korea, Central Asia, and India, showing
how Voegelin's approach can illuminate the region but also what are
the possibilities that Asia offers in the twentieth-first century.

Stalin's Englishman
From the vogue for nubile models to the explosion in the juvenile
crime rate, this modern classic of social history and media traces the
precipitous decline of childhood in America today?and the
corresponding threat to the notion of adulthood. Deftly marshaling a
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vast array of historical and demographic research, Neil Postman,
author of Technopoly, suggests that childhood is a relatively recent
invention, which came into being as the new medium of print imposed
divisions between children and adults. But now these divisions are
eroding under the barrage of television, which turns the adult secrets
of sex and violence into poprular entertainment and pitches both news
and advertising at the intellectual level of ten-year-olds.
Informative, alarming, and aphorisitc, The Disappearance of Childhood
is a triumph of history and prophecy.

Planet Funny
At a time when we are reexamining our values, reeling from the pace of
change, witnessing the clash between good instincts and "pragmatism,"
dealing with the angst of a new millennium, Neil Postman, one of our
most distinguished observers of contemporary society, provides for us
a source of guidance and inspiration. In Building a Bridge to the
Eighteenth Century he revisits the Enlightenment, that great flowering
of ideas that provided a humane direction for the future -- ideas that
formed our nation and that we would do well to embrace anew. He turns
our attention to Goethe, Voltaire, Rousseau, Diderot, Kant, Edward
Gibbon, Adam Smith, Thomas Paine, Jefferson, and Franklin, and to
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their then-radical thinking about inductive science, religious and
political freedom, popular education, rational commerce, the nationstate, progress, and happiness. Postman calls for a future connected
to traditions that provide sane authority and meaningful purpose -- as
opposed to an overreliance on technology and an increasing disregard
for the lessons of history. And he argues passionately for specific
new guidelines in the education of our children, with renewed emphasis
on developing the intellect as successfully as we are developing a
computer-driven world. Witty, provocative, and brilliantly reasoned,
Building a Bridge to the Eighteenth Century is Neil Postman's most
radical, and most commonsensical, book yet. From the Hardcover
edition.

Read Any Good Books?
In this book, we have hand-picked the most sophisticated,
unanticipated, absorbing (if not at times crackpot!), original and
musing book reviews of "Amusing Ourselves to Death: Public Discourse
in the Age of Show Business." Don't say we didn't warn you: these
reviews are known to shock with their unconventionality or intimacy.
Some may be startled by their biting sincerity; others may be
spellbound by their unbridled flights of fantasy. Don't buy this book
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if: 1. You don't have nerves of steel. 2. You expect to get pregnant
in the next five minutes. 3. You've heard it all.

The End of Education
A guide to recognizing and correcting or eradicating confused,
inappropriate, and inarticulate speech and unreasonable or maliciously
intended speech

Dangerously Funny
How much faith should we place in what scientists tell us? Is it
possible for scientific knowledge to be fully "objective?" What,
really, can be defined as science? In the second edition of this Very
Short Introduction, Samir Okasha explores the main themes and theories
of contemporary philosophy of science, and investigates fascinating,
challenging questions such as these. Starting at the very beginning,
with a concise overview of the history of science, Okasha examines the
nature of fundamental practices such as reasoning, causation, and
explanation. Looking at scientific revolutions and the issue of
scientific change, he asks whether there is a discernible pattern to
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the way scientific ideas change over time, and discusses realist
versus anti-realist attitudes towards science. He finishes by
considering science today, and the social and ethical philosophical
questions surrounding modern science. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short
Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of
titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the
perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors
combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to
make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.

The Art of Controversy
The bestselling author of Seinfeldia offers a fascinating
retrospective of the iconic and award-winning television series, Sex
and the City, in a “bubbly, yet fierce cultural dissection of the
groundbreaking show” (Chicago Tribune). This is the story of how a
columnist, two gay men, and a writers’ room full of women used their
own poignant, hilarious, and humiliating stories to launch a cultural
phenomenon. They endured shock, slut-shaming, and a slew of nasty
reviews on their way to eventual—if still often begrudging—respect.
The show wasn’t perfect, but it revolutionized television for women.
When Candace Bushnell began writing for the New York Observer, she
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didn’t think anyone beyond the Upper East Side would care about her
adventures among the Hamptons-hopping media elite. But her struggles
with singlehood struck a chord. Beverly Hills, 90210 creator Darren
Star brought her vision to an even wider audience when he adapted the
column for HBO. Carrie, Miranda, Charlotte, and Samantha launched a
barrage of trends, forever branded the actresses that took on the
roles, redefined women’s relationship to sex and elevated the
perception of singlehood. Featuring exclusive new interviews with the
cast and writers, including star Sarah Jessica Parker, creator Darren
Star, executive producer Michael Patrick King, and author Candace
Bushnell, “Jennifer Keishin Armstrong brings readers inside the
writers’ room and into the scribes’ lives…The writing is fizzy and
funny, but she still manages an in-depth look at a show that’s been
analyzed for decades, giving readers a retrospective as enjoyable as a
$20 pink cocktail” (The Washington Post). Sex and the City and Us is
both a critical and nostalgic behind-the-scenes look at a television
series that changed the way women see themselves.

Amusing ourselves to death
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Crazy Talk, Stupid Talk
It’s tempting to believe that the Christian faith is alive and well in
our country today. Our politicians talk about God. Our mega-churches
are filled. Christian schools dot our landscape. Brace yourself. It’s
an illusion. Believe it or not, only 8 percent of Americans profess
and practice true evangelical Christian faith. There are more lefthanded people than evangelical Christians in America. In this book,
Mark Driscoll delivers a wake-up call for every believer: We are
living in a post-Christian culture—a culture fundamentally at odds
with faith in Jesus. This is good and bad news. The good news is that
God is still working, redeeming people from this spiritual wasteland
and inspiring a resurgence of faithful believers. The bad news is that
many believers just don’t get it. They continue to gather exclusively
into insular tribes, lobbing e-bombs at each other in cyberspace.
Mark’s book is a clarion call for Christians. It’s time to get to
work. We can only do this if we unite around Jesus and the essentials
found in his Word, while at the same time, appreciating the
distinctives within each Christian tribe. Mark shows us how to do just
that. This isn’t the time to wait or debate. Join the resurgence.
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Four Arguments for the Elimination of Television
"Provides definitive coverage of consumer studies with entries that
define and explain key concepts, persons, and approaches"--

Christ Plays in Ten Thousand Places
"First published in Great Britain by Hodder & Stoughton"--Title page
verso.

The Virtual Community
Advice on the best books and how to set about reading them.

Eric Voegelin's Asian Political Thought
This hilarious cast of star philosophers will make you laugh while you
think as they explore the moral conundrums, ridiculous paradoxes, and
wild implications of Saturday Night Live Comedian-philosophers from
Socrates to Sartre have always prodded and provoked us, critiquing our
most sacred institutions and urging us to examine ourselves in the
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process. In Saturday Night Live and Philosophy, a star-studded cast of
philosophers takes a close look at the “deep thoughts” beneath the
surface of NBC’s award-winning late-night variety show and its hosts’
zany antics. In this book, philosophy and comedy join forces, just
like the Ambiguously Gay Duo, to explore the meaning of life itself
through the riffs and beats of the subversive parody that gives the
show its razor-sharp wit and undeniable cultural and political
significance. Our guest hosts raise some eyebrows with questions like:
Is Weekend Update Fake News? Does SNL upset dominant paradigms or trap
us in political bubbles? When it comes to SNL, how can we tell the
difference between satire, smart-assery, and seriousness? Is the
Ladies Man too stupid for moral responsibility? What is the benefit of
jokes that cause outrage? The Church Lady has a bad case of moral
superiority. How about you? What can Wayne and Garth teach us about
living a happy life?

Technopoly
Long before the United States was a nation, it was a set of ideas,
projected onto the New World by European explorers with centuries of
belief and thought in tow. From this foundation of expectation and
experience, America and American thought grew in turn, enriched by the
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bounties of the Enlightenment, the philosophies of liberty and
individuality, the tenets of religion, and the doctrines of
republicanism and democracy. Crucial to this development were the
thinkers who nurtured it, from Thomas Jefferson to Ralph Waldo
Emerson, W.E.B. DuBois to Jane Addams, and Betty Friedan to Richard
Rorty. The Ideas That Made America: A Brief History traces how
Americans have addressed the issues and events of their time and
place, whether the Civil War, the Great Depression, or the culture
wars of today. Spanning a variety of disciplines, from religion,
philosophy, and political thought, to cultural criticism, social
theory, and the arts, Jennifer Ratner-Rosenhagen shows how ideas have
been major forces in American history, driving movements such as
transcendentalism, Social Darwinism, conservatism, and postmodernism.
In engaging and accessible prose, this introduction to American
thought considers how notions about freedom and belonging, the market
and morality -- and even truth -- have commanded generations of
Americans and been the cause of fierce debate.

Amazing Ourselves to Death
An unprecedented behind-the-scenes look at the rise and fall of The
Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour -- the provocative, politically charged
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program that shocked the censors, outraged the White House, and
forever changed the face of television. Decades before The Daily Show,
The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour proved there was a place on
television for no-holds-barred political comedy with a decidedly
antiauthoritarian point of view. In this first-ever all-access history
of the show, veteran entertainment journalist David Bianculli tells
the fascinating story of its three-year network run -- and the
cultural impact that's still being felt today. Before it was suddenly
removed from the CBS lineup (reportedly under pressure from the Nixon
administration), The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour was a ratings
powerhouse. It helped launch the careers of comedy legends such as
Steve Martin and Rob Reiner, featured groundbreaking musical acts like
the Beatles and the Who, and served as a cultural touchstone for the
antiwar movement of the late 1960s. Drawing on extensive original
interviews with Tom and Dick Smothers and dozens of other key players
-- as well as more than a decade's worth of original research -Dangerously Funny brings readers behind the scenes for all the battles
over censorship, mind-blowing musical performances, and unforgettable
sketches that defined the show and its era. David Bianculli delves
deep into this never-told story, to find out what really happened and
to reveal why this show remains so significant to this day.
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Social and Cultural Anthropology: A Very Short Introduction
In a series of feisty and ultimately hopeful essays, one of America's
sharpest social critics casts a shrewd eye over contemporary culture
to reveal the worst -- and the best -- of our habits of discourse,
tendencies in education, and obsessions with technological novelty.
Readers will find themselves rethinking many of their bedrock
assumptions: Should education transmit culture or defend us against
it? Is technological innovation progress or a peculiarly American
addiction? When everyone watches the same television programs -- and
television producers don't discriminate between the audiences for
Sesame Street and Dynasty -- is childhood anything more than a
sentimental concept? Writing in the traditions of Orwell and H.L.
Mencken, Neil Postman sends shock waves of wit and critical
intelligence through the cultural wasteland.

The Ideas That Made America: A Brief History
In this comprehensive response to the education crisis, the author of
Teaching as a Subversive Activity returns to the subject that
established his reputation as one of our most insightful social
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critics. Postman presents useful models with which schools can restore
a sense of purpose, tolerance, and a respect for learning.

100 of the Most Outrageous Comments about Amusing Ourselves
to Death
Originally published in 1948, at the height of post–World War II
optimism and confidence in collective security, Ideas Have
Consequences uses “words hard as cannonballs” to present an unsparing
diagnosis of the ills of the modern age. Widely read and debated at
the time of its first publication,the book is now seen asone of the
foundational texts of the modern conservative movement. In its pages,
Richard M. Weaver argues that the decline of Western civilization
resulted from the rising acceptance of relativism over absolute
reality. In spite of increased knowledge, this retreat from the
realist intellectual tradition has weakened the Western capacity to
reason, with catastrophic consequences for social order and individual
rights. But Weaver also offers a realistic remedy. These difficulties
are the product not of necessity, but of intelligent choice. And,
today, as decades ago, the remedy lies in the renewed acceptance of
absolute reality and the recognition that ideas—like actions—have
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consequences. This expanded edition of the classic work contains a
foreword by New Criterion editor Roger Kimball that offers insight
into the rich intellectual and historical contexts of Weaver and his
work and an afterword by Ted J. Smith III that relates the remarkable
story of the book’s writing and publication.

Philosophy of Science

Neil Postman - Amusing and Informing Ourselves to Death
In Losing the News, Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Alex S. Jones
offers a probing look at the epochal changes sweeping the media,
changes which are eroding the core news that has been the essential
food supply of our democracy. At a time of dazzling technological
innovation, Jones says that what stands to be lost is the fact-based
reporting that serves as a watchdog over government, holds the
powerful accountable, and gives citizens what they need. In a
tumultuous new media era, with cutthroat competition and panic over
profits, the commitment of the traditional news media to serious news
is fading. Indeed, as digital technology shatters the old economic
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model, the news media is making a painful passage that is taking a
toll on journalistic values and standards. Journalistic objectivity
and ethics are under assault, as is the bastion of the First
Amendment. Jones characterizes himself not as a pessimist about news,
but a realist. The breathtaking possibilities that the web offers are
undeniable, but at what cost? Pundits and talk show hosts have
persuaded Americans that the crisis in news is bias and partisanship.
Not so, says Jones. The real crisis is the erosion of the iron core of
news, something that hurts Republicans and Democrats alike. Losing the
News depicts an unsettling situation in which the American birthright
of fact-based, reported news is in danger. But it is also a call to
arms to fight to keep the core of news intact. Praise for the
hardcover: "Thoughtful." --New York Times Book Review "An impassioned
call to action to preserve the best of traditional newspaper
journalism." --The San Francisco Chronicle "Must reading for all
Americans who care about our country's present and future. Analysis,
commentary, scholarship and excellent writing, with a strong, easy-tofollow narrative about why you should care, makes this a candidate for
one of the best books of the year." --Dan Rather

Teaching as a Conserving Activity
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Teaching As a Subversive Activity
A Kirkus Reviews Best Book of the Year The witty and exuberant New
York Times bestselling author Ken Jennings relays the history of humor
in “lively, insightful, and crawling with goofy factlings,” (Maria
Semple, author of Where’d You Go Bernadette)—from fart jokes on clay
Sumerian tablets to the latest Twitter gags and Facebook memes. Where
once society’s most coveted trait might have been strength or
intelligence or honor, today, in a clear sign of evolution sliding off
the trails, it is being funny. Yes, funniness. Consider: Super Bowl
commercials don’t try to sell you anymore; they try to make you laugh.
Airline safety tutorials—those terrifying laminated cards about the
possibilities of fire, explosion, depressurization, and drowning—have
been replaced by joke-filled videos with multimillion-dollar budgets
and dance routines. Thanks to social media, we now have a whole
Twitterverse of amateur comedians riffing around the world at all
hours of the day—and many of them even get popular enough online to go
pro and take over TV. In his “smartly structured, soundly argued, and
yes—pretty darn funny” (Booklist, starred review) Planet Funny, Ken
Jennings explores this brave new comedic world and what it means—or
doesn’t—to be funny in it now. Tracing the evolution of humor from the
caveman days to the bawdy middle-class antics of Chaucer to Monty
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Python’s game-changing silliness to the fast-paced meta-humor of The
Simpsons, Jennings explains how we built our humor-saturated modern
age, where lots of us get our news from comedy shows and a comic
figure can even be elected President of the United States purely on
showmanship. “Fascinating, entertaining and—I’m being dead serious
here—important” (A.J. Jacobs, author of The Year of Living
Biblically), Planet Funny is a full taxonomy of what spawned and
defines the modern sense of humor.

Sex and the City and Us
In the executive offices of the four major networks, sweeping changes
are taking place and billions of dollars are at stake. Now Bill
Carter, bestselling author of The Late Shift, goes behind the scenes
to reveal the inner workings of the television industry, capturing the
true portraits of the larger-than-life moguls and stars who make it
such a cutthroat business. In a time of sweeping media change, the
four major networks struggle for the attention of American viewers
increasingly distracted by cable, video games, and the Internet.
Behind boardroom doors, tempers flare in the search for hit shows,
which often get on the air purely by accident. The fierce competition
creates a pressure-cooker environment where anything can happen . . .
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NBC’s fall from grace—Once the undisputed king of prime time, NBC
plunged from first place to last place in the ratings in the course of
a single season. What will be the price of that collapse—and who will
pay it? CBS’s slow and steady race to the top—Unlike NBC, CBS, under
the leadership of CEO, Leslie Moonves, engineered one of the most
spectacular turnarounds in television history. But in this ruthless
world, you’re only as good as last week’s ratings . . . . ABC’s
surprising resurrection—Lost and Desperate Housewives—have brought ABC
the kind of success it could only dream of in the past. So why don’t
the executives responsible for those hits work there any more? The End
of the News As We Know It—In a stunningly short period of time, all
three of the major network news anchors—Dan Rather, Tom Brokaw, and
Peter Jennings—signed off, leaving executives scrambling for a way to
keep network news relevant in an era of 24/7 information. Crazy Like
Fox—They’re outrageous, unconventional, and occasionally off-putting,
but more and more people are watching Fox shows. Most of all they keep
watching American Idol. How did Simon Cowell snooker himself into a
huge payday? Stay tuned . . .

The Wiley Blackwell Encyclopedia of Consumption and Consumer
Studies
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If you want to know what anthropology is, look at what anthropologists
do. This Very Short Introduction to Social and Cultural Anthropology
combines an accessible account of some of the disciplines guiding
principles and methodology with abundant examples and illustrations of
anthropologists at work. Peter Just and John Monaghan begin by
discussing anthropologys most important contributions to modern
thought: its investigation of culture as a distinctively human
characteristic, its doctrine of cultural relativism, and its
methodology of fieldwork and ethnography. They then examine specific
ways in which social and cultural anthropology have advanced our
understanding of human society and culture, drawing on examples from
their own fieldwork. The book ends with an assessment of anthropologys
present position, and a look forward to its likely future. ABOUT THE
SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University
Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These
pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new
ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics
highly readable.

Conscientious Objections
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Andrew Strom is an international author and speaker - as well as a
bass guitarist with a long history of involvement in Christian music,
video, promotion, recording, and Youth ministry. In this hard-hitting
book he asks some very pointed questions about today's Christian music
and Youth culture. For instance: When Christianity becomes just like
the world is it still Christianity? When we feel we have to entertain
and entertain in order to get people into our meetings, is Jesus still
at the center? When we become desperate to be seen as "cool" or
'relevant' to the worldy culture all around us, does it affect the
gospel we preach? When we feel we have to tone down the use of the
word "Jesus" in our music or the word "sin" in our preaching, isn't
this blatant compromise? And when our Christian Youth seem to care
just as much about fashion, extreme sports, looking 'cool' and being
entertained as the worldy kids around them, is it true Christianity at
all? If you care about these issues and the answers to these
questions, then you need to read this penetrating book.

The Disappearance of Childhood
True stories of glamour, drama and tragedy told through five
generations of a Shanghai family, from the last days of imperial rule
to the Cultural Revolution.
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Losing the News
Howard Rheingold tours the "virtual community" of online networking.
Howard Rheingold has been called the First Citizen of the Internet. In
this book he tours the "virtual community" of online networking. He
describes a community that is as real and as much a mixed bag as any
physical community—one where people talk, argue, seek information,
organize politically, fall in love, and dupe others. At the same time
that he tells moving stories about people who have received online
emotional support during devastating illnesses, he acknowledges a
darker side to people's behavior in cyberspace. Indeed, contends
Rheingold, people relate to each other online much the same as they do
in physical communities. Originally published in 1993, The Virtual
Community is more timely than ever. This edition contains a new
chapter, in which the author revisits his ideas about online social
communication now that so much more of the world's population is
wired. It also contains an extended bibliography.

Chasing Daylight: How My Forthcoming Death Transformed My
Life
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Seminar paper from the year 2005 in the subject English Language and
Literature Studies - Culture and Applied Geography, grade: 1, Martin
Luther University (Institut für Anglistik und Amerikanistik), course:
Orality and Literacy, 17 entries in the bibliography, language:
English, abstract: The central topics of the works of the writer,
educator, communication theorist, social critic and cultural
commentator Neil Postman have always been the media, their different
forms of communication and their meanings to people, society and
culture. Any of his books was built around the McLuhan-question: “Does
the form of any medium of communication affect our social relations,
our political ideas, or psychic habits, and of course, as he [Marshall
McLuhan] always emphasized, our sensorium” (Postman: 07/30/05)?
Postman was aware of the fact that a new technology and therefore a
new medium may have destructive as well as creative effects. During
the history of mankind there have been tremendous changes in the
forms, volume, speed and context of information and it is necessary to
find out what these changes meant and mean to our cultures (Postman:
1985, 160). For him, it is a basic principle that “the clearest way to
see through a culture is to attend to its tools for conversation”
(Postman: 1985, 8). In the book “Amusing Ourselves to Death - Public
Discourse in the Age of Show Business” Postman examines, from a 1980s
viewpoint, the changes in the American culture caused by the shift
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from the Age of Reason with the printed word at its center to the Age
of Show Business with television as the central medium - or in
simplifying terms the shift from rationality to triviality. Twenty
years later, the situation has changed again. This term paper will
make an attempt to answer the question what the new media, especially
the internet, did to the modern (American) culture and to its public
discourse. Obviously, Postman’s provocative title “Amusing Ourselves
to Death” was just the beginning of a fast moving development since
nowadays the modern media world seems to shape our lives under the
title “Informing Ourselves to Death” (Postman: 07/30/05) or to use one
of the latest terms “Infotaining Ourselves to Death”. ..First of all,
the following chapters will examine the line of Postman’s
argumentation which led to the conclusion that television has
significantly transformed the American society into an amusement and
entertainment culture. What has happened and what was the role of the
media? Was this the beginning of a “Brave New World”? As a matter of
fact, Postman ?s theories and statements are not to be taken as
unreflected truth. Subsequently,some critical remarks are to be made
from a 21 st -century viewpoint. []

Amusing Ourselves to Death
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Examines the ways in which television has transformed public
discourse--in politics, education, religion, science, and
elsewhere--into a form of entertainment that undermines exposition,
explanation and knowledge, in a special anniversary edition of the
classic critique of the influence of the mass media on a democratic
society. Reprint.

Desperate Networks
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Chasing Daylight is the honest,
touching, and ultimately inspirational memoir of former KPMG CEO
Eugene O'Kelley, completed in the three-and-a-half months between his
diagnosis with brain cancer and his death in September 2005. Its
haunting yet extraordinarily hopeful voice reminds us to embrace the
fragile, fleeting moments of our lives-the brief time we have with our
family, our friends, and even ourselves. This paperback edition
features a new foreword by his wife, Corinne O'Kelley and a readers'
group guide and questions. “Voicing universal truths . . . shared . .
. simply and clearly.”-Janet Malin, New York Times “Words to live
by.”-Kerry Hannon, USA Today “One of the most unexpected and touching
books you're likely to read this year.”-Edward Nawotka, Bloomberg News
“An honest, thought-provoking memoir . . . O'Kelly has many lessons to
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teach us on how to live.”-Steve Powers, Houston Chronicle “[A] wellwritten and moving book.”-TheEconomist.com
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